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ABSTRACT
Often in many situations in our life, we wish to envision the
person we met but we could not recall what the person exactly look like except for a slight impression of the face. Yugo
Sato et.al. introduced a face retrieval system for this problem,
which utilises visual inputs from the users and attempts to retrieve the target face. The major drawback of their approach
was that their system was slow and only applicable for small
databases like Chicago Face Database. In this paper, we introduce a robust and scalable face retrieval system that is capable
of retrieving the envisioned face from a large-scale database.
Furthermore, instead of information specific to the target, our
face retrieval system asks the user to select common face attributes that they remember their target face had, using which
the system filters out the irrelevant faces thus speeding up the
search process. Then our system asks the user to select several images that resembles with the envisioned face. On the
basis of this selection, our system automatically reduces the
“semantic gap” between human description and the computer
based description of the target image. In order to evaluate our
system, We conducted user studies on a large-scale database
and established that our framework succeeded in beating the
state of the art results in this particular task and thus proved
itself to be very effective for retrieving the envisioned face
image in approximately half the total number of search iterations and taking one-third of the overall search time thereby
putting much less burden on the user.
Index Terms— Face Retrieval, Relevance Feedback,
Deep Convolutional Neural Network, Active Learning, User
Interaction

capable of retrieving (e.g., searching and mining) them from
large-scale networks. Since these social media networks
has large-scale databases of the images, the problem of
retrieving a desired image from them has risen as a very
critical research area. The research in this area has enabled
many useful applications as well [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Hence,
there is a rapidly growing need for fast and efficient systems
that can retrieve these images from such huge volumes of
data. Internet companies like Google, Baidu and Bing utilise
numerous meta-data information such as file names, file
formats, text on web pages and image captions. Though
these systems might have succeeded in the tasks relating to
document retrieval, they largely rely on the textual information. Also, these associated tags often fail in distinguishing
the image. Moreover, these hand-coded tags can negatively
impact the retrieval performance [9, 10, 11]. In addition to
that, if the user is seeking an image with visual attributes
that is impossible to be easily represented by the tags or the
keywords, the user would be forced to go through a large
number of retrieved images, in search of the target image.
Thus, these text based query methods are not efficient and
effective.
Visual features-based retrieval systems have performed
better than the tags-based systems [1]. Various primitive
features i.e., colour, structure, shape, texture etc. can be
used to extract the similarities between the images that
are already stored in the database. Content Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR), which makes use of visual contents which
are primitive features, can also be used. Several classical
features like Gabor [12] and HOG [13] can be used as these
low-level features.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the recent advancements in technology, increasing
popularity of various digital applications like cameras, video
recorders, etc. and photo sharing social media networks
(such as Facebook, Instagram and Flickr), a large number of
photos are being generated and circulated across the internet.
A large fraction of these photos have human faces. The sheer
amount of these large-scale human face images and their
importance make it really crucial to develop systems that are

Recently, the world has seen the rise of deep learning,
a set of advanced machine learning algorithms called
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). These are deep architectures of non-linear transformations stacked one over other,
which attempt to capture the highly complex patterns in
data. Convolutional Neural Networks are one of classes of
ANNs which models high level features in images. Given a
large-scale database for training, a deep convolutional neural
networks can produce generic image representations and

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the retrieval framework. By interactive repetition of the user’s input/feedback and system’s search
process, the framework can find the target image.
later can be adapted to a domain specific task. The image
representations which are obtained through deep learning
based architectures consistently outperformed numerous
conventional hand-crafted feature based methods. This has
shown a huge boost in the overall image retrieval performance [14, 15, 16].
However, deep Learning based retrieval systems lacks
in reflecting the user’s intention in the retrieved results. The
process of extracting image representation is fully automatic
and it is difficult to reflect the intention of the user in the
process of image retrieval [14, 17, 18].
Relevance feedback has been a successful algorithm
which tries to capture the user’s intention in search process
[19, 20, 21]. Jiang et al. [22] proposed a RF-learning scheme
where the outcomes of a search are presented to the user
and they are permitted to choose related or different objects.
According to the query, the user decides whether and how
much this image looks similar or dissimilar to the query image. Our approach uses this concept of Relevance Feedback
and updates the Deep Neural Network using Human-in-Loop
optimisation [23].
Our system is different from the existing face retrieval
systems in the following ways:
• It is fast. The state of the art system is slow because
of its inability to filter out the irrelevant images. Our
system employs a simple but quite efficient technique
for this problem, which results in drastic improvement
in the performance.
• Moreover, many existing frameworks extract 4096D
(4096 dimensions) feature representation vectors which
might be computationally expensive at times of frequent updating. Our framework uses 128D feature representation vectors that are obtained from the FC1 layer

of the FaceNet [24] model.
• Our method is scalable to large-scale databases like the
Celebrity Face Database on which many of the existing
approaches fail to perform.
• Our proposed framework is robust. Our database has
variations like illumination differences, images taken
from different angles and multiple poses.
The rest of the paper has been organised as follows: related
and previous works on face retrieval relying on visual memory is briefly discussed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses various components of our proposed framework. We discuss the
framework’s interface design, experimental setups and the research findings in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss some
applications of our system. Finally in Section 6, we conclude
our paper with a summary of our work and future directions.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss about the previous work that have
been done in the area of Face retrieval. We also talk about
the utilisation of deep learning techniques which proved to
be successful in this task.
A large volume of work has been done in the Face Image Retrieval domain [25, 26, 27, 28]. Facial contour
points are used in face image retrieval that are extracted by
computing the geometric facial attributes [29]. However, the
problem here is that, it is quite difficult to determine the facial
characteristics such as impressions with these contour-points
based face retrieval systems. 3D face templates are used for
face alignment and after the alignment, LBP Histograms
are extracted from the face regions for face representations
in this work of Kemelmacher-Shilzerman [30]. Text-based
query systems are also employed for face retrieval [30]. The
major drawback in all these approaches is that, they could

only extract specific face attributes but could not accurately
learn the representation of a face as a whole.
With the introduction of Deep Neural Networks in the
field of computer vision, many researchers started using
various deep learning methods for learning good face representations [31, 32]. This resulted in devising highly accurate
face verification and face recognition systems. DeCAF
[33], a robust generic image descriptor was later proposed.
This was better than the traditional LLC or GIST image
descriptors. Lin et al. [34] used DeCAF for the retrieval of
the images of clothes. Therefore, we also employ deep face
representations in our framework.
Due to recent successes in Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), researchers have also used them for face
retrieval. Zhu et al. [35] proposed Generative Visual Manipulation Model (GVM). It was used to edit the images on a
natural image manifold and generate new query image using
the GAN for the search process. The retrieval performance in
this effort heavily relies on the quality of user’s sketch, which
is a major drawback of this approach.
One of the most difficult tasks in content based image
retrieval is to match the user’s search intention with that of
the retrieval system. Many researchers resorted to Relevance
Feedback [36, 37] for the retrieval process. An identity-based
quantization by using a dictionary which was built on the
identities of 270 people was proposed [38]. They successfully
brought an improvement in the precision of local ranking by
making an update in the distance metrics of the top k face
representations.
Our framework does manipulations in the results on the
basis of the user’s input. Unlike the systems of Yugo Sato
et al. [38] and WhittleSearch et al. [39], our framework
works for large-scale databases and also performs very well
on images with variations in terms of illumination, angle and
pose.

processed (see Section 3.2) to obtain a semantic vector representation and on the basis of the user interaction (see Section
3.3), search space is modified in the direction of user’s interest
and the face image descriptor networks weights are updated
(see Section 3.4). The new representation from the fine-tuned
network is obtained and using a distance metric the images
are re-ranked (see Section 3.5).
3.1. Face Attributes Selection
In the search process proposed by Yugo Sato et al. [38], in the
first search iteration, the framework presents a set of random
images for the evaluation. This is a major drawback of their
approach. These images may or may not be relevant to the
image envisioned by the user (the target image) thus resulting
in the burden on the user to evaluate irrelevant images. Also
if the user labels an image as dissimilar (that is the user
does not select the image), then the framework should not
repeat that image in further iterations which however does
not happen in Yugo Sato’s [38] method.
These issues can be resolved by filtering out the irrelevant images from the database and thereby presenting only
the relevant images to the user. We call this “Face Attributes
Selection” step. So In this step, we propose to ask user the
facial attributes that they remember that the target image has.
We do not force user (and thus helps in saving time) to think
about the features and tell us through the text queries instead
we present a list of some common facial attributes that are
very easy to remember. From the list shown on the screen,
the user has to select attributes that they think the target
image has. Then the selected attributes can then be used to
filter out the irrelevant faces in the search process.
This makes the process easier by removing the burden
from the users of remembering specific details of the target
face. In addition, this speeds up the search process by
presenting only the relevant faces to the users.
3.2. Face Representation

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe our robust and scalable face image
retrieval framework. Our retrieval framework takes the visual
inputs from the users the following way: the user selects the
images that they think are similar to the one they have envisioned. We do not ask users for any text or image queries. In
the zeroth iteration of the process, we ask users to select some
of the facial attributes that they remember their envisioned image has (see Section 3.1). Based on these selected attributes,
we propose a number of face images to the user and the user
decides whether the candidate facial image is similar to the
one they are searching for. The images clicked by the user
are stored for further processing. These images are then pre-

The rise of deep learning has closed the “semantic gap” in
unconstrained face recognition and it is on the level of human
accuracy in some of the benchmarks. For the representation
of face images, we used the Convolutional Neural Network
which is trained on the dataset of 100M-200M face thumbnails using a triplet loss which allowed it learn an efficient
image representation with only 128D vector [24]. The
network is based on GoogleLeNet styled inception models
[40]. The model is trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent
and with standard backprop and adagrad with a learning rate
of 0.05. This network was built by stacking up inception
modules on top of each other and the detailed architecture
is described in this work [40]. Each convolutional layer
includes convolution, rectified linear (ReLU) transform

3.4. Online Machine Learning with relevance feedback
based on Image Selection

Fig. 2. Search Area Modification

(f (x) = max(x, 0)), and max-pooling transformation. An
input image is transformed into high-dimensional representations via the convolution layers and pooling layers (each
is called a convBlock) alternately, and is connected to the
fully-connected layers.
The two main reasons for selecting this network are:
(i) this was trained using the triplet loss which made it to
inherently learn a semantically rich image representation and
(ii) this network produces very small i.e., 128-dimensional
vector representation for the image which helped us in
searching and indexing the images in the database to a large
extent. As an image pre-processing, we first detect the
face in images stored in the database [41] and normalise
them to 96x96 pixels. Then, we use activations of the last
fully connected layer to extract high-dimensional facial
representation vectors (i.e., 128-dimensional representation
vectors) from all database images each fed to the network.

3.3. Searching on the Large-scale Database
In general, as the size of the database increases, an image
retrieval system takes a huge amount of time in computing
all the similarities between the images stored in the database.
For the resolution of this problem for some extent, we create search indexes for the facial image representations (Section 3.2) with the help of Approximate Nearest Neighbour
Graph (ANNG) [42]. ANNG is a large-scale database indexing method. It is built in a incremental manner with the kNearest Neighbours calculated on a partially complete graph.
This has been implemented in the form of libraries in many
programming languages. For our purposes, we have used
Python based ANNG library call pyNGT. Given a centroid
vector of a search area, pyNGT can retrieve k-nearest neighbours based on the cosine similarity between their facial representation vectors.

The search process begins with the estimate of the query vector (or the centroid of the search area as in Section 3.3). The
query vector is calculated based on the selected images. Here
the relevance feedback approach is used. In this approach,
based on the feedback, the vector which returns more vectors
which are similar to the target image vectors in the database
(in Section 3.1) is selected as the query vector. Concretely,
we used a well-established algorithm called as Rocchio Algorithm [36] for estimating the query vector. This algorithm
is commonly used in exploratory information searching. The
fundamental assumption on which this algorithm is built upon
is that all users have some similar conception of what is relevant or irrelevant information (or images) to the target image.
What this algorithm simply does is that it returns a modified
query vector by a maximal separation of the relevant and irrelevant vectors. Mathematically, the operation is shown in
Equation 1.
~qm = α~q0 + β

1
1 X ~
dj − γ
|Dr |
|Dnr |
d~j ∈Dr

X

d~k

(1)

d~k ∈Dnr

where q~0 is the original vector, Dr is the set of relevant
vectors, Dnr is the set of irrelevant vectors, and α, β and γ
are weights and the q~m is the modified vector.
Since we want query vector to be moving in the direction of only similar images, we decided to weigh the set of
similar vectors much higher than the set of irrelevant vectors,
hence we chose the following values for the weights: α =
1.0, β = 0.9, and γ= 0.1 (see Equation 1). The centroid of the
search area will now be moved towards the direction of the
interest that is towards the relevant faces in the search space
and away from the irrelevant faces. This is how the search
process goes on and the search area is modified by interactive
repetition of the users input and we refer to the database in
an exploratory manner. The modified search area takes the
user more closer to the relevant images and away from the
irrelevant images and thus user sees many similar images as
the search process progresses (see Figure 2).
Fine-tuning of Image Descriptor Network
Generally, the retrieval systems use image representations
generated by the pretrained neural networks and their
performance solely depends on the extent to which these
representations could fill up the semantic gap. In real world,
human perception may vary with human to human. To
resolve this problem and in order to give a personalised
result, for each user the system dynamically fine-tune the
weights of the convolutional neural network using the users
feedback in each iteration in the process. This fine-tuning is
performed on the same model which is used for extraction
of image embeddings (see Section 3.1). There is no change

Fig. 3. User Interface: A user can select similar images (top-left) from the presented images (right) to retrieve the target image
(bottom-left) by interactively repeating the selection process.
in the network architecture except that a classification layer
with two logistic units (for binary classification, i.e., similar
and dissimilar classes) has been added to the network. This
layer is now the output layer of the network. The activations
of the last layer are passed to a Softmax function, which is
expressed in Equation 2.
exp (hr )
pr = PR
j=1 exp (hj )

(2)

where hr is the r-th activation of the last layer and R is the
number of classes; pr denotes the probability of the r-th class.
In the process of fine-tuning, while keeping the parameters of convolutional neural network freezed, with the help
of back-propagation, we fine-tune the fully connected layers
of the network. Conventionally, we minimise the traditional
cross-entropy cost function for each training image set. The
cross-entropy cost function is given in Equation 3 and 4.
E=−

N X
R
X

lnr log pr

(3)

n=1 r=1

lnr

(
1
=
0

(if n − th image is similar to the target)
(otherwise)

(4)

where N represents the size of training image set and lnr is
the label vector of the n-th training image provided by the
user.
3.5. Sample Compression
It is beneficial to have the users feedback as detailed as
possible. Generally, the existing relevance feedback systems
present the user a greater number of samples that are similar

to the query point. This imposes a severe problem. As the
number of samples increases, the process becomes tedious
and burdensome for the user as the user has to evaluate all
the presented images. For example in this work [39], the user
has to evaluate all 50 images and for all 18 attributes. In this
paper, we use the technique proposed by Yugo Sato et al.
[38] called as Active Selection. Concretely, after human-inloop optimisation (Section 3.4) and extracting 128D image
embeddings with updated weights, the framework re-ranks
the images and presents them to the user. But instead of
presenting all the images we apply Active Selection (see
Figure 1) on the images for decreasing the number of images
presented. We found that Active Selection doesn’t bring
much change in the performance of our system (see section
4). We describe Active Selection in the following paragraphs.
In the search process, on the basis of the images selected, the convolutional neural network is fine-tuned with
human in loop. New image representations are extracted for
all the images. Then these images are re-ranked using the
cosine similarity metric. Using the KNN graph, k-nearest
neighbours are obtained. Top nearest neighbours are defined
as the “top-ranked” images and the remaining as “lowranked” images.
The idea of Active Selection is inspired from Active
Learning. The basic concept of Active Learning is that a
learning algorithm can have better performance with lesser
training labels if it can make choice of the data from which
it learns [43]. In this paper, top 30% re-ranked results are
defined as top-ranked images and remaining as low-ranked
images. Active learning is adopted for low-ranked images,
which can choose the images that have their class determined
uncertainly by the currently trained network. The images that

satisfies this requirement as mathematically formulated in
Equation 5, are taken from the low-ranked images:
arg maxx (P (y1 |x) − P (y2 |x)),

(5)

where y1 and y2 are the most-probable and second-mostprobable class labels (i.e., the similar class or dissimilar
class), respectively, and P is the probability of x to belong
to that class.

4. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our evaluation strategy. We discuss about the database we used (see Section 4.1), the interface of our retrieval system (see Section 4.2) and our evaluation methodology (see Section 4.3). We then present our
research findings (in Section 4.4) and talk about the use-cases
of our framework (see Section 4.5). We then conclude our
work in Section 4.6.

4.1. Database
For the effective evaluation of our framework, we needed
a face dataset which is larger by a big margin than all
the previously used datasets in the area of CBIR and has
images in various face postures, illumination and clutter in
the background. Therefore for our experiments, we used a
subset of 20,000 images of the Large-scale Celebrity Face
Dataset [44] [which is significantly larger because, many
existing techniques used small databases like Yugo Sato
[38] used Chicago Face database (597 images 290 male and
307 female), WhittleSearch [39] used 772 images of only 8
persons, etc.].
The 20K subset of Celebrity Face Dataset [44] is created by sampling the images according to the normal
distribution for each of the facial attribute in the dataset, thus
ensuring sufficient images in the datset corresponding to all
the attributes. Celebrity Face Dataset is a large-scale face
attributes dataset with more than 200K celebrity images, each
with approximately 40 attribute annotations. The images in
this dataset cover numerous pose variations and background
clutter (see Figure 3). CelebA has large diversities, large
quantities, and rich annotations, including 10,177 number
of identities, 202,599 number of face images, along with 5
landmark locations and 40 binary attribute annotations per
image [45]. It is a very good choice for evaluating the performance of our framework. Unlike the dataset in the previous
work [38], this dataset is comparatively very big and has lots
of variations in terms pose, illuminations, background clutter
etc. and also the facial attributes annotations which makes it
perfect choice for executing our idea.

4.2. Interface Design
In this section, we describe the user interface that is used in
the user studies mentioned in the subsequent sections (see
Figure 3). This application can be opened in the browser on
any operating system. In the zeroth iteration of the search
process, the user selects the facial attributes that they think
their envisioned image has (see Figure 1). For all the next
iterations, the following process is repeated until the user
finds the target image.
Some number of images are presented in the search
window for the user to evaluate whether each of these are
similar or dissimilar to the target image. The user then selects
the similar image(s) by clicking on them. As soon as the user
clicks on the image, the image disappears from the search
window and appears on the left side of the interface. After
the user has selected the similar images, the user will have to
click on the ‘Submit’ for submitting the images and ending
the current iteration. As soon as the current iteration ends, a
pop up image appears asking the user ‘Is this the image?’,
if the shown image is the image in the user’s memory.
This bottom-left image is the top nearest-neighbour face in
the current search iteration (i.e., a top-ranked image after
re-ranking the neighbour images). Based on the top-ranked
image, the user can intuitively understand the process of
creating face representations through image-labelling. If it
is not the image that the user envisioned, the process moves
ahead to the second iteration of similar image(s) selection.
This process continues until the user successfully finds the
target image. We ran this framework on NVIDIA TITAN XP
GPU for conducting our experiments.
4.3. Methodology
We performed user studies in order to assess the utility of
our face retrieval system. In the user studies, we invited
undergraduate students of which 5 were male and 5 were
female each 18 to 24 years old. We gave a detailed overview
of our system interface and made them comfortable in using
the system for searching the image. After they became
familiar with the system, we asked them to search the image
using our retrieval framework. In the experiment, we showed
each subject a randomly selected face from the database and
asked them to closely look at it and search for it using our
framework. Next, they were asked to select the face attributes
that they remember that the random image had. Based on the
selected attributes, the framework filtered out the irrelevant
images. The users repeated the search as described to them
until they found the target image with the help of their visual
memory. We also ensured that the user was not allowed to
see any more examples. We measured the total search time
for each user and the total number of iterations the system
took in order to search for the target image.

Table 1. Experimental Setups
Experimental Setup 1 (baseline) Experimental Setup 2
25 images
25 images
Active Selection
Face Attributes Selection

Experimental Setup 3
25 images
Both

There has not been much work done in face retrieval
relying on user’s visual memory. To the best of our knowledge, only Yugo Sato et al. [38] has worked on this problem
so far. We take the results of their approach as our baseline
results (Experimental Setup 1). Experimental Setup 2 is our
approach and Experimental Setup 3 is both the approaches
combined. Thus, in this paper, we evaluate our retrieval
system as follows (see Table 1):
• Experimental Setup 1 (baseline)
Our framework presents 25 images that are obtained on
applying only the Active Selection to the 50 neighbour
images. We refer to it as a ‘baseline’ as this step was
proposed in [38].
• Experimental Setup 2
25 images are presented after the irrelevant images are
filtered out in the beginning following the ‘Face Attributes Selection’ step. We do not apply Active Selection in this setup.
• Experimental Setup 3
In this setup, we apply the ‘Face Attributes Selection’
as well as Active Selection. The purpose of this setup
is to see how much change does the Active Selection
bring when applied along with our proposed technique.

Fig. 4. Average target image search time for three experimental setups.

The choice of 25 images in the experimental setups is inspired
from [38].
4.4. Search Cost
In this section we present our research findings. We report the
search cost incurred for a subject to find a target celebrity face
image in the 20K subset of the CelebA dataset using our face
retrieval interface. The total search time and the total number of search iterations (until the target face is successfully
found) are recorded. The results including the baseline setup
are shown in Figure 4 and 5. In spite of the unstable facial
memory inputs, our framework successfully found the envisioned face image efficiently and rapidly. The obtained scores
for all three experimental setups are given as: 485.6 seconds;
198.3 seconds; 169.9 seconds (see Table 2). On an average,
our system took a time of approximately (less than or equal
to) 3 min in searching for the target image while the baseline
approach took over 8 min. In addition to that, the search iterations for all three Experimental settings: 7.6; 4.1; 3.6 (see
Table 2). On this metric too, our approach outperformed the

Fig. 5. Average number search iterations for different experimental setups.

Average Number of Search Iterations
Average Search Time

Table 2. Experimental Results
Experimental Setup 1 Experimental Setup 2
7.6
4.1
485.6 seconds
198.3 seconds

Yugo Sato’s [38] approach by a big margin of 4 search iterations. Hence the experiments confirm that our framework
outperformed all the existing face retrieval systems that relies
on the concept of visual memories. As the results show, the
facial attributes selection step brought a very large difference
resulting in a large reduction of search time as well as the
number of search iterations. Active selection when combined
with our approach gave us the state of the art results. Though
Active Selection did not bring drastic changes.

Experimental Setup 3
3.6
169.9 seconds

lot of scope in future, for improving the proposed framework
further.
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5. USE CASES
8. REFERENCES
Our face retrieval framework is useful in all the situations
in which a person tries to remember the face of some other
person that they do not exactly remember.
Our retrieval framework can be used for the purpose of
police investigation. A victim can use our system to retrieve
the the criminal or suspect from the criminal database
easily. This can help get rid tedious sketch drawing which is
inaccurate several times.
Our framework can also be used in person re-identification,
which has various applications like identifying the lost person
or patient identification in health-care.
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